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Also worth considering are the two portraits of An-
drew Jackson shown in Figures 7a and 7b. Here again.
both are genuine, from series 1875 and 1878 notes. The
smudgey portrait, 7a, is simply the result of a heav ily
inked plate. In judging counterfeits today, the portrait
of Jackson would be considered as a poor photo-engrav-
ing job, and of course, counterfeit. In the hand-engrav-
ing era, however, the judge of a counterfeit is the uni-
formity or regularity of the lines of the background and
other features of the portrait. An attempt must he made
to see "through" the printing and evaluate the condition
of the plate which made the impression.

If any PAPER MONEY readers have currency from this
era that they would like to have authenticated, I would
be happy to examine it and give my opinion without
charge. I would expect the owners, however, to pay post-
age and registration each way.

Library Notes
New Acquisitions

Henceforth, as each new acquisition is reported here,
its library number under the new ANA-type system is
included. You may wish to keep your catalog up-to-date
by entering the new items in the appropriate category.

US90 Shaffer, Neil. A guidebook of modern United
S5 	 States currency. 6th ed. Racine, Wisc., Whit-

man. 160 p. illus.
(Gift of the author)

This latest edition of Neil Shafer's authoritative guide
is a marvel of compactness. In sturdy pocket-size, its
160 pages list even the Bureau's souvenir cards issued
for ANA conventions. The more conventional listings
include all U. S. paper money since 1929 as well as U. S.
Military Payment Certificates, with historical data, pro-
duction statistics and realistic valuations. The first 20
pages should not be overlooked; they contain a basic
training course in paper money lore from the COPE
process to the serial numbering system. Shafer and his
publisher. Whitman, do not use a numbering system to
compound the existing confusion of numbers "inasmuch
as the modern notes are clearly marked and cannot he
mistaken for others of different types of years." Instead,
a space for checklisting has been provided.
UA50 Narbeth, Colin. Collecting paper money, a begin-
N1	 ner's guide. Chicago, Regnery, 1973. 134 p.

illus.
(Gift of the publisher)

This is the 1973 "American" edition of a work first
published in England under the same title in 1968. The
two editions vary only slightly; the most notable differ-
ence is in Appendix I , which in the 1968 edition is en-
titled "Studying the Issues of a Bank," while in the 1973
version it is entitled "Studying the Issues of Early Amer-
ica.

True to its subtitle, this attractive, hardbound begin-
ner's guide has chapters on the beginnings of paper mon-
ey; collecting; research; early paper money; British,
Russian, Chinese and American paper money; stamps

used as paper money; World War II and modern is-
sues; and counterfeiting, plus a useful glossary.

The author is well known in British numismatic and
philatelic circles as a hobby journalist and founder of the
International Bank Note Society.

Change in Librarian
Important Notice!

Wendell Wolka Assumes New Duties

Effective at once, address all requests for library
materials to the new Librarian, Wendell Wolka, P. 0.
Box 366. Hinsdale, Illinois 60521. He now has physical
possession of the library and is ready to serve you.

Do not address any more requests to the Editor.
However, please continue to send all review copies and
donations to her for processing and reporting in our
magazine, after which they will be placed in Mr. Wolka's
custody.

Remember, the new address for the Librarian is:
Wendell Wolka, P. 0. Box 366, Hinsdale, IL 60521

Kossuth Note Printed in Britain

The British magazine Coin Monthly recently printed a
letter from a reader in Australia regarding a supposedly
rare type Kossuth Hungarian note. The letter read:

"I have in my possession a one florin banknote that was
printed for Kossuth, who was Minister of Finance in the
Hungarian Government of 1848. When a dispute arose,
he declared the independence of Hungary and took
government into his own hands.

"In preparation for a re-entry into Hungary, Kossuth
placed an order with a firm of lithographers in London,
Day & Son of Gate Street, to print one florin notes to the
value of 100,000,000 kronen; all of which were to bear his
signature and were to be redeemable when Hungary was
granted independence.

"During printing, a specimen of one of the notes found
its way into the hands of the Austrian Embassy in Lon-
don. As a result, they requested that the printers be
charged with forgery. Their request was, however, re-
fused because of lack of evidence.

"Finally the matter was brought before the Civil Courts
and the Austrian Emperor (who was entitled to issue
banknotes) charged Kossuth with forgery. The courts
agreed and ordered the banknotes to be destroyed.

"This was done by a Company of Foot Guards early
one morning; the notes being taken away and burnt.

"At this time my grandfather was foreman lithographer
at Day & Son, and, as was his right, obtained two perfect
copies of the banknotes following printing.

"I am now in possession of one of these banknotes and
am wondering whether (having such an interesting his-
tory and being rare) the note is valuable? Perhaps one
of your readers may be interested in purchasing it from
me?"

The note has no pictorial vignettes. The number "1"
is enclosed in identical circular lathework counters at top
and sides, with the denomination spelled out in four
languages. Aside from the central inscription and serial
numbers, only the signature of Kossuth adorns the ob-
verse.


